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What Is An Internet Meme?

 Biological metaphor (Dawkins, 1976; Blackmore, 2000)
 Idea or concept propagated via the Internet

 Several forms – hashtags, videos, quizzes, image macros
 Blend an image and text

 Easily created and shared, sites such as memegenerator.com
 Easily remixed and reworked

Rationale & Aims

 Current literature on memes explores
spread – fields of mathematics and
networking (e.g. Bauckhage, 2011;
Coscia, 2013)
 Bridge the gap and expand on
“traditional” humour research (e.g. Billig,
2001; Shifman & Lemish, 2010)
 Image macros only due to ease of
creation and sharing

 Explore if and how women are
represented in popular Internet memes
 To see if memes are being used to
marginalise groups, as seen in other
studies of Internet humour
 Probe the content of this as yet
untouched, contemporary source of
Internet data

Methodology

 Devised purposive sampling strategy based on popular search engines, popular sites (with
specific criteria) and then popular memes from those sites
 Downloaded 240 image macro format Internet memes total
 Coded using NVivo – allowed easy demographic coding and sorting of data
 Analysed using thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006) from a feminist standpoint

Appearance & Memes

o Not limited to women –
handful of memes
featuring men, but not
proportional to sample
(139 men/boys, 39
women/girls)
o Anything not traditionally
attractive
o Weight

Fat Memes
o Obesity one of few
stigmatized conditions that
is “fair game” (Burmeister &
Carels, 2014)
o Disparagement theory of
humour (Martin, 2007)
o Fat being constructed in
variety of ways
o Traditional tactics/devices
for humour still used in this
format

Reworking Memes

 Memes sometimes flipped around
and reworked for positive impact
 Feminist Nazi meme – recaptioning
 Kelly Martin Broderick picture “this is
what a feminist looks like” stolen to
fat-shame – viral Tumblr project in
response
 Definitely see memes and viral
content working to promote body
positivity

http://www.knowyourmeme.com & http://www.jezebel.com

Body Positive
Memes

Google Images, http://fatacceptancefrenchie.tumblr.com/, & http://www.carolrossetti.com.br

Final Thoughts

 Memes are another vehicle for the same kinds of disparagement humour, and specifically
fat stigmatization we see in other forms of media (e.g. TV, magazines, YouTube videos)

 Risks of framing something as humour?
 Latner, Rosewall & Simmonds (2007) – media exposure and weight stigmatization in
children
 Gendered aspects of weight related humour
 Potential for humour/Internet memes to do some good?
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